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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT
Disconnect power before installing fi xtures. Read instructions before starting work. This product must be installed 
in accordance with the applicable installation code by a person familiar with the construction and operation of the 
product and the hazards involved.

MUST BE INSTALLED BY A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN.

Housing Assembly

Mounting Plate with 
LED Driver (-INT Version)

Recessed 4” Octagon
Junction Box (By Others)

Ceiling Surface

This luminaire is designed to fi t over a recessed junction box (by others) that has a minimum cubic inch volume capacity of 15. Example: 
Iberville 54151 (1.5” deep). The power supply or driver is designed to recess into the junction box and consumes 4.5 or 5.0 cubic inches of 
volume. For ease of installation a 2.125” deep 21 inch cubic capacity J-Box is recommended when possible. Example: Iberville 54171.
1. Remove fi xture assembly, stem assembly and canopy assembly from carton(s).
2. Remove hangstraight ring and canopy from canopy assembly.
3. Feed wires from the top of the fi xture assembly through stem and attach the stem to the top of the fi xture, lock stem with hex nut 

provided. Hold wires with gentle tension during threading of stem to prevent wires from twisting.
4. Place hangstraight ring and canopy over stem.
5. Feed wires from the top of the stem through hangstraight cross bar assembly. Wind hangstraight cross bar assembly on to the top of 

the stem while holding wires with gentle tension to prevent from twisting.
6. Connect black, white and green leads from the driver to the supply wires located in the junction box with approved wire nuts (not   

supplied).
7. The mounting plate and cross bar are designed to attach to the ears of the junction box with the #8-32 x 1/2” long screws that are  

provided with the outlet box. There are outer perimeter holes provided on the mounting plate for extra mounting attachment to the ceil-
ing surface. Tuck the supply connections and wires carefully into the outlet box before attaching the mounting plate. Ensure no wires 
are pinched.

8. Hangstraight cross bar assembly keyholes on to the junction box screws noted in step 7.
9. Attach the blue and red LED leads from out of the top of the stem to the lever nuts from the driver.
10. Slide canopy up and attach to hangstraight cross bar assembly with hangstraight ring.
11. Energize and test as required.
12. This fi xture is supplied with an LED as specifi ed for the project and is self contained.
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